of gender and feminism. Moroccan artist Latifa Echakhch also rehearses differently gendered identities in a context where the boy/girl difference produces vastly divergent expectations of life experience. In a completely different context, and in a much more muted manner, Finnish photographic artist Elina Brotherus works with the expectations generated by femininity. Then there are photographic artists who work with the idea of gender fluidity, like Catherine Opie, Melody Melamed, Loretta Lux, or Zakary Drucker and Rhys Ernst. Yishay Garbasz, an Israeli transgender/crossover artist working in photography and performance. Zoe Leonard explores questions of feminity and race, as do Carrie Mae Weems and Lorna Simspon, and Cuban photographic artist Maria Magdalena Campos Pons, the Kenyan artist Ingrid Mwangi. Describing herself as a visual activist, South African Zanele Muholi has made a very significant mark with her powerful photographic images exploring race, gender identity and sexual preference. Oh, there are so many others, interesting artists working across the mediums and practices of photography.
M.L.C. & C.C. -Is there a feminine look in the way of doing and thinking photography? Something that would describe a feminist aesthetic?
R.R. -I'm not sure about this. I would say no to the question "is there a feminine look" -though if there is such a thing as feminism, which there is, I would say there must be a feminist aesthetics. I think that, as in other areas of expression and endeavour, feminist photography today is diverse and fairly elastic, rather than fixated on the old binaries. Androgyny, for once, is one of other characteristics of feminist photographic practiceand I mean androgyny not only in a way that describes gender or sexuality, but also as a principle of fluidity and ambiguity.
M.L.C. & C.C. -How would you define feminism today? R.R. -For me, feminism today continues to be essential, and two-pronged: about equality, and about difference. And by difference, I mean not only the differences between the genders and the possibility of overriding those differences through varied fluid syntheses, but also differences among women. I think we're much more cautious today than, say, in the 1980s, about not falling into an essentialist trap and about recognising cultural difference. So, feminism means different things in different contexts. There are still countries in which women have to gain so many personal and political liberties, things we now take for granted for example in England, where I live, even if we still have to struggle with glass ceilings at work. Artists from all over the world have been dynamic and innovative in the way they have harnessed different -and frequently critical -forms of visual culture in expressing those different priorities.
M.L.C. & C.
C. -Reading your biography, one gets this impression of a certain nomadism. You've written somewhere that you have never decided what you wanted, "between making things and writing about people who make things". Your work is divided in two institutions, two different worlds: art and academia. You have also moved around quite often, living in different countries: Israel, South Africa, Portugal, England; you had a long stay in Australia in the 1990s. This professional and geographic nomadism has pros and cons… R.R. -Well, I think the cons are perhaps more obvious, or rather, in a context in which people talk a lot about identity and identification and belonging, moving around seems like being suspended, uninvolved, unattached, rootless. It seems that way, and in some ways, it is that way. But to me that is not a negative thing. Quite the opposite. I feel at home in several different places, and at the same time, I feel slightly separate from those places, a kind of un-belonging at some level that is not uncomfortable to me. In place of the stability of roots, I have had the good fortune to have access to different contexts, different languages, different geographies and clusters of people, all of which and all of whom are incredibly important to me.
M. L. C. & C.
C. -Related to your theoretical and artistic approach of photography, the ideas of archive and memory seem very important to you: three years ago, for instance, you commissioned the exhibition Between Memory and Archive at the Berardo Museum in Lisbon… R. R. -I suppose there is something like a Zeitgeist: in the past couple of decades the question of the archive has come into focus in general and in art practice in particular. Like many artists and academics today, I am interested in the idea of memory, both personal and collective and also in the relationship between memorialisation and the archive. The nexus document-monument is one that abuts on the idea of the archive, or relies upon it, and the exhibition to which you're referred, addressed that issue in relation to works chosen from that particular collection. From family archive to public archive -there are different kinds of archives, but in general, I suppose I'm interested in the grids we use for ordering and tabulating knowledge and information, and from which we retrieve aspects of the past. I've always been fascinated with ordering systems -taxonomies, but not only -and always obsessed with ways of ordering my own papers, the bits and pieces, the reading notes, the personal documents, the photographs, the journal notes: these all require systems in order to render them accessible in the future. The grid -which is another way of saying the filing system -and what it contains, as well as what it lets seep through the categorical cracks, has fascinated me since I can remember. I'm also really interested in the difference between history -which entails a certain narrative an account -and the archive, which is just one of the sources upon which history draws.
M. L. C. & C. C. -Would you define yourself as an archivist?
R. R. -I suppose like all good archivists, I might define myself as a failed archivist: one is always two steps (or more) behind the perfect system! Indeed, my fascination with archives also means that I've wasted too many hours trying to devise perfect systems for the storage and retrieval of information: that's the personal background to my interest in archives.
M. L. C. & C. C.
-Going back to your essay of the 1980s on photography and feminism, there you mentioned the advent of photography as an historical turning point. How do you perceive today the emergence of the digital? R. R. -Digitisation changes everything. Digital image production and manipulation has radically displaced older practices -and theories -of photography and reshaped their parameters. The advent of the digital era and the proliferation of online photo-sharing platforms it has spawned, has unleashed an unprecedented volume of photographs in public circulation, where the distinctions between amateur, vernacular, documentary and art photography are often blurred. Arguably, this blurring itself is not new but rather, underlines the fact that "photography" was always ever thus: an umbrella term for varieties of activity.
One of the most recurrent motifs in all photographic theory concerns the way photography was historically a technology in the service of empirical truth. The artefact that enables the "pencil of nature"-as Fox-Talbot famously called photography -to manifest itself, has always also been open not only to retouching, but also to staging. But simultaneous to the uses of "photography" that extend those of analogue photography, there are entirely new uses of the image, which -essentially immaterial -can now be bonded onto any conceivable support. This suggests that, as Fred Ritchin argues, "for those who think of digital media as simply providing more efficient tools, what we are witnessing today is an evolution in media".
M. L. C. & C.
C. -In that essay from the 80's, you also mentioned how the specificity of photography was defined by its special contiguity with reality, by its indexicality. The advent of the digital appears also to introduce a rupture regarding this indexical thought… R. R. -The digital "photograph" loosens that firm link between "the photograph" and the indexical trace. Digital image capture, while simulating photography in some respects, offers a range of technical capabilities that alter this particular relationship of the artefact with the indexical trace and the evidentiary link thus forged with time past. In other words, digitisation has changed the ontological status of "the photograph". The substitution of smooth grain for pixel mosaic -continuous tone imprint for binary codes -is symptomatic of the fact that, strictly speaking, digital images are in no way photographic, since the coded signifiers are abstract data that can easily be played with as abstractions, with no connection to the real. In the digital darkroom inventiveness pits itself against indexicality. While the idea that photography was indexical served as guarantor of the truth effect that distinguished photography from other forms of representation, digital elaboration presses upon the viewer the constructed nature of the image. That's really interesting. And many artists -including feminist "photographers", though not exclusively those, use these to incredibly dynamic and diverse effect. R.R. -It is important to stress that significant cultural continuities bind the new digital images to old analogue photographs and the habits of viewing they fostered, prompting certain expectations on the part of viewers, not least, the prevailing assumption of the validating "truth effect" of photographic work, its privileged relationship with the Real. This persists, for instance, in the ways in which photographic images are used on social media as proof or evidence. Despite the fact that, more than their analogue counterparts, digital images can be altered and "doctored" easily and even radically, the notion that a photograph stands as a shrine to time past continues, in certain quarters, to be pervasive.
